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Reservist returns from Gulf War
-

By KRISTI RUGGLES
Special Sections Editor

"We walked around all the ·
t ime with a rifle, a gas mask on,
a pistol and whatever knife we
had. I thought that was RambO
stuff. A lot of guys can grow up
pretty fast when they are carrying live rounds," said Joe
Chaney ill.
Chaney, a Marine Corps
reservist and a junior criminal
justice major from Murray,
withdrew from school last
semester after he was activated
to ~rve in the Persian Gulf.
He returned home from Saudi
Arabia after a torn chest muscle resulted in a blood clot and
pinched nerves in his right
shoulder and _a rm.
He said the reality of actually
having to kill another person
was what frightened him the
most.
The only way to overcome
this fear was to block out the

aren't that great," he said.
situation mentally, he said.
"Whatever you do you just
"The hot chow was really bad."
Chaney said the morale of the
don't think about it when
troops was good, but everyone
you're doing it," he said, " If
you've got to do it, you just
missed home.
"The majority of my unit was
think of it as a target."
The only thing as frightening
college students, so for me and
most the other guys it was our
as killing someone was dying,
first Christmas and New Year
Chaney said.
away
from home - and that
"All you wanted to do was ..,, .
' Jl!,.
was kind of depressing," he
survive," he said. "Our platoon
said. "But then morale really
was tight, we'd help each other
41
out, but in the end you were
shot up because deadline was
coming up."
always looking out for number
The soldiers got to shower
one."
Joseph Chaney Ill
every week and a half to two
Chemical w a rfar e w a s
"It was really cold, and what weeks, Chaney said. A shower
another fear that never left the
made it so bad was that there consisted of filling a bucket of
soldiers, Chaney said.
"Everyone was so terrified of was nothing to block the wind," water that was over your head
the gas," he said. "I'd rather he said. "We had sandstorms and then pulling a string to tip
get blown up into a big mist all the time, and wild camels the bucket over.
<~If you had to go to the
than flop around on the ground would be running everywhere."
and suffocate to death."
Their two meals a day were bathroom when you were out in
Chaney ' s company was usually MRE's (Meals Ready to the field, you just dug a hole
isolated in the desert near the Eat), he said. "Hot chow" was and went," he said.
The men in Chaney's comKuwaiti border. He said their rare, but Chaney said that was
pany had a pool going on what
daily activities were dependent fme with him.
" Military cooks generally day they would get to leave
on the weather.
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Board
plans
budget

By MELANIE BUCKLIN
News Editor

By TONNYA M. KENNEDY
Graduate Assistant

See BOARD

Photo by BECKY COGAN

BALD IS ·BEAUTIFUL
Perched peacefully at Land Between the Lakes, the American Bald Eagle symbolizes peace
and freedom now more than ever.

Back Page

Spring 1991 2nd HaH Semester Coursesiiiiiiiii
The following daiM8 ate stll open and do not require an lnl1ructo(s signature:

ART 341
PHE 106
PHE 134

Elem. School Art
Racquetball
Weight Training

PH E 240 Water Safety Ins.
REC 650 Seminar in HPEA
PHE 102 Bowling

The following claases are cloled, but with an Instructor's signature a student can get
Into them:

LOR 101
PHE 108
PHE 115

Library Resources PHE 129 Basic Canoeing
Golf
PHE 162 BP& Outdoor Uvlng
Beginning Tennis
osv 101 Keyboarding
CSC 110 Computer literacy

Source: ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS

As far as the President of Iraq
- "So damn insane" as the
troops so affectionately named
him - Chaney said it is not going to be over until he is out of
power.
"He's a coward. He's sitting
in his bunker with food for his
family and his soldiers are dying for him," he said. "So many
of his front lines were given the
choice to fight or die.
"I wouldn't be at all surpris4:d ,
if we sent somebody in to get
him, or the Israelis did,"
Chaney said.
Chaney returned to Fort
Knox Monday to work with the
Marines that are still there. He
said he will receive treatments
three times a week to rebuild
strength in his right arm.
He will remain on active duty
as long as his company is on active duty, but he said he hopes
to begin taking classes by the
second summer session.

'USA Today'
•
recogn1zes
MSU student

Kurth suggests
cutting costs
The Board of Regents Saturday approved a tentative
budget for next year that leaves
the source of $300,000 of that
budget unsure.
"That's not as dire as it looks
because we do plan on a conservative basis," President Ronald
J . Kurth said at a planning session of the board.
A final budget is expected to
be approved at the May board
meeting. University officials
estimate they will receive $55
million from the state and $10
million from University
revenues for fiscal year
1991-1992.
"There was $300,000 for
which the revenues have not
been identified, but (the proposed budget) assumes a pretty
conservative estimate," board
chairman Kerry Harvey said.
He noted that the $300,000
could be garnered from unex·
pected revenue.
Besides general University
operating expenses, the proposed budget includes funds for additional faculty and a 7 percent
salary incease for faculty and
staff.
The board also gave Kurth
the go ahead to increase the
wages of graduate assistants,
but that wage increase was not
included in the budget package.
" We asked the administration to go out and find some
funds," Harvey said.
"Those men and women have
been performing for less money

Saudi Arabia, and he said most
of them guessed around May or
June.
He said there was never a
question in the soldiers' minds
as to who would. win the war:
"Iraq is a Third World country, they were never a threat,"
he said. "Schwarzkopf prepared
the U.S. for the worst. The
military did well in using the
media for its means."
The war was not as popular in
Iraq as people were led to
believe, Chaney said.
A few days before the Jan. 15
deadline for Iraqi troops to
leave Kuwait, an article was
printed in a Saudi Arabian
newspaper denouncing the war.
"A whole bunch of religious
scholars from different Arab
countries said Saddam Hussein
was using religion for his own
personal gains and denounced
the Holy War," he said. "They
urged the Iraqi soldiers not to
fight."

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
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~ Christianity ys. Islam

Although Islam and Christianity are a world
apart and have some differences in concepts
and history, many similarities exist between the
two religions.
Spreading to many parts of the world, Christainity is believed to have firmly established
itself as the world's fastest-growing religion, but
Islam is growing at an even faster rate.
There are frequent requests for Moslems and
Christians to understand each other.
Stories on page 5

do

Most students would
anything to be among the
cream of the college crop, be a
leader in any organization they
joined and still be a genuinely
nice person. But, to one person
it just comes naturally, and it
has been noticed nationally.
Maronda Dockery, a senior
advertising and English major
from Elizabethtown, was
chosen by USA Today as an
honorable mention for their All
PSA College Academic Team.
Dockery was chosen from 854
applicants along with 60 others
to comprise the honorable mention team. This team was
chosen after 20 applicants were
chosen for the first team, 20
more for the second team and
another 20 for the third team
were selected.
Dockery said the application
consisted of three letters of
recommendation which she had
suomitted by Dr. Robert
McGaughey, Dr. Anita Lawson
and Dr. Bill Lalicker; a report
about her "unique project"; and
a questionnaire concerning her
academic standing and
activities.
Dockery said her "unique project" told about her internship
at Robert Farmer Communica·
tions last summer. There she
conceptualized and wrote
advertisements and commercials for clients.
Dockery said she thought the.
combination of her letters of
recommendation, grade point
average and activities helped
her receive the honor.
"I didn't think it ~as that big.
of a deal because there's 60 people ahead of me, but it really
was nice," she said. "It's the on-

Maronda Dockery
ly time I've gotten my name in
a national publication.''
Dockery said encouragement
for her high standards of
scholarship have come from
many people.
"I have the greatest family in
the whole world. I always had
my parents encourage me to try
hard. My parents were never
ones to say I couldn't eat if I
didn't get straight A's or gave
me money for good grades.
They just encouraged me to do
well," she said.
"A lot of it just comes from
working hard in high school
and never shaking the habit. I
was used to it so it came
easier," she said.
"Sometimes I wish I had more
free time in order to have fun,
but somehow if you know you
didn't study that was always in
the back of your mind and you
couldn't really enjoy it. I enjoyed myself more when I knew
I had done my work well," she
said.
Dockery said she thought the
faculty she has had at Murray
See DOCKERY
Back Page

Break closings

Index

Classes will be dismissed at noon
Saturday and will resume Monday,
March 18.
Residence halls will close at 9 a.m.,
Saturday and reopen at 2 p.m., Sun·
day, March 17.
The University libraries will be open
Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon and March
11·13 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Regular
hours will resume on Sunday, March
17.
Murray State adminstrative offices
will be closed March 14-15 and will
resume normal hours at8a.m. on March
18.

Around Campus . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Arts & Entertainment . . . . . . . . 9
Calendar .. .. ... .•• . . .. .. .. 2
Campus Ufe ... ..... .. . .... 7
Classif~eds .. •. ............. 12
Ecitorial .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . • . • . 4
FoaJs .. . .. .... . , .... . : . . . •. 5
History of the War . . . . . . . . . • . . 3
Letters . • •. .... .... . . . . . . ....4
Newsbriefs .•..... .. . ........2
Police Beat ..... ... . . . ... .. .6
Scoreboard .. . ... .. . ... ... . 11
Sports . . . • ... .... .. ... . 10
Sports Notebook . • . . .. . . . .11
Vtewpoint .. . . . •. ..... • . ... . . 4
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Senate
.,
: president
res1gns

WP, ' 'WE' changed

By JOHN WRIGHT

II

Staff Writer

•

Farouk Umar, professor
of political science,
criminal justice and legal
studies, submitted h1s letter of resignation as president of the Faculty
Senate.
According to the constitution of the Murray
State University Faculty
Senate, in the event of a
vacancy in the office of
president, the vice president shall become presi.
dent. In the event of a
vacancy in any other office
the Senate shall elect a
replacement at its next
regular meeting.
In accordance with this
policy, Ray Conklin will
step into the president's
position.

March 7, 1991

After lengthy discussion, the
Academic Council approved 8
policy that eliminates the use of
the "WE" and "WP", and only
allows students to add and drop
classes without grades the first
week of the semester. The
policy also moves the final date
to withdraw from a class from
the eighth week of the semester
to the ninth.
The approved policy will give
students one week longer to
drop a class.
Nancey France, chair of the
undergraduate studies committee, said the negativity of the
"WE" was the main reason her
committee decided to drop the
"P" and "E" indicato.-s for
withdrawal students.
"What the 'WE' serves to do
is nothing but penalize
students,'' France said. "When
that appears on students'
transcripts it is calculated as an

'E' and with the new policy it
will not penalize students
anymore."
France said the change from
the eighth to the ninth week of
the semester as the last chance
for dropping a class will actually give students a chance to
drop a class after their midterm
exams.
"Many professors do not have
grades until midterm and this
gives students a chance to see
how they are doing and also to
see whether or not they need to
drop a class," France said.
The policy also moves the
date for students to drop a class
without receiving any grade to
the end of the first week of a
semester. France said this provision was included to stop
students from picking up too
many hours on their schedule
which in turn, prevents other
students from being enrolled in·
to classes they need.
"This may encourage those

NEWSBRIEFS
Faculty teaching workshop

students who end up with too
many hours or who don't like
their professor to think more of
wpat they want when they are
making out their schedule,"
France said. "Basically, this to
keep students from messing
around."
France also said that the new
policy keeps Murray State in
line with other schools, such as
Eastern Kentucky University
and Western Kentucky Univer·
sity, who have adopted similar
policies.
In other business:
• The Council approved 8 motion to make Computer Studies
courses 304 and 235 permanent ·
courses.
~e Council approved a proposal for a new course in the
department of journalism and
radio/television, JRT 586
(Special Topics).
• The Council changed the
policy for receiving a graduate
degree in physical education.

~

On March 19 and 20 the Task Force on Evaluating
Teaching will conduct a two-day workshop. The workshop
will be led by Dr. Raoul Arreola, who is noted for his national
workshops for faculty and administrators on the development and implementation of comprehensive faculty evaluation programs.

Issues conference in Lexington
The Kentucky Center for Public Issues will hold its 1991
conference "Our Commonwealth: Making Democracy Work"
March 28 to 29 at the Marriott Griffin Gate Resort . in
Lexington.
Registration for the conference is $95 for KCPI members
and $125 for non-members. For more information and details
call (606) 257-3929.

SAA seeks siblin·gs
The Student Alumni Association is looking for relatives of
current Murray State,.students in an attempt to recruit new
students. As a·way of acquainting these prospective students
with Murray State, SAA is sponsoring the fourth annual Spring Legacy Day on April 6.
Events scheduled for the day include lunch, a tour of the
campus and the. National Scouting Museum, and seminars on
a variety of topics from financial aid to sports.

CALENDAR

· _, Friday March·a

H•e lhlw. 7 p.m., West
Kentucky livestock Show
and Exposition Center.
. SpoosOfed by the New
Providence Riding Club.
Admission Is $2.

w..amet o.."tor advance
screening by the UpJohn
Company In the Placement
Offtce. Call782-3735 for
details.

Saturday March 9

Sunday March 10

Monday March 18

Tuesday March 19

Hone Sbow, AQHA horse show
at 8 a.m. In the West Kentucky
I.Nestock Show and
Exposition Center through
Sunday. Sponsored by the
West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association. Admission Is
free.

Hturlchi..M, The Clara M.
Eagle Gallery Is shortening Its
hou11 due to sprtng break.
The gallery wll only be open
from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Monday thrv Wednesday.

arM• Ani lillie. Midterm
grades are available In Spatb
Hal Studenll must show 1.0.

Lllllre. Aruhn Gandhi,
=
Mohlndu
It of
7 p.m.
In .,. Cun1s

Donna close, Residence halls
will close at 9 a.m. for Spring
Break. They wlheopen at 2
p.m. March 17.

Nlwa Prognm. 'NewsMakerl'
on MSU TV-11 at8:05and
10:05 p.m. Tllll weeks topics
Include on-thHcene with an
ambulance and the lnterllllng
WOIId oftransveltbl.

Thursday March 21

Wednesday March 20

CenlerL U.S. Navy Band at 8
p.m. In Lovett Auditorium,
Philp Field cooductlng.
Admllslon Is free.

Mowle. 'Anlchnophobla' at 3:30,
7 and 8:30 p.m. In the Currta
Cenllr theltre. Admlulon II
$1 for the matinee, $1.50 for
atudenll with I.D. and $2.50
for ott.. It the evening

Center Balroom. Admllllon II
free.

........... Blcoflmoota
department ltOftl wtl
Interview Yll1oul buslnelt
llld fllllloft Qf1dulleL Clll
782-3735 for mOJJ lnformatlon.

Calendar Information
The calendar lists events of
general Interest to the Unllllr·
llty communly. To place yow

actlvllyonthecalendar, • :
Thf Murray sr.te NIWI
(111 Wilson Hal) and complele
a calendar tonn. Deldllne for
calendar aubmlulons II noon
Monday prior to the Frtday Is·

MoM.'Silent Running.' 7:30

shoW.

p.m. In the CurTis Center
theatre. FJm Is shown u part
of the Cinema International.
Admleslon Is free.

IICIIMwl. K-Martd be
lnteMewlng various buslnm
llld flllltoo orwtua~~~. caa
782-3135 tor more lnforma•
tlon.

sue.

ThfM~SW. Ntlwtllts

events as spiCe allows. T1le
Nfws Is not responsible for the
Mflll or 1n1orm1t1on llllld In
this calendar.
(502)782-4468

Before you take off for
Spring Break!
~by Shoe

Shack

ciiid see the new style
o};Ked.Sfor spring

.

.

~;

u~k

759 - 4795

6
% .·
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All
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• ~e
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Olympic Plua

8

Optical \· :
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Wendy's

is now hiring for a day shift.
Must be able to work b etween
10 a.m.- 4 p .m. plus weekends
Apply between 2 p.m. - 4 p.m. daily

\fBIIDil·

says

PARTY DOWN
on

Spring Break
Send us a postcard
and get 10°/o off
tanning packages!
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753-3333
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.G ulf War created history
' By LEIGH LANDINI

Pledging Allegiance iiiiiiiiiil

Assistant News Editor

The Persian Gulf War only officially lasted about 45 days
making it one of the shortest
: undeclared wars in American
, history.
The following is a chronology
of the war since it began.
J an. 15 - The deadline for Saddam Hussein's troops to
withdraw from Kuwait expired.
Jan. 16 - At 12:50 a.m., Allied
forces begin their air assault
against the Iraqi forces .
Baghdad was heavily bombed.
J an. 17 - Iraq launched 12
Scud missiles at Israel. The
missiles caused damage and
several minor injwies.
Jan. IS- Israel was the target
of a Scud missile attack for the
second time in two days.
Jan. 19 - The U.S. air-lifted
Patriot missiles and Army
crews into Israel to prepare the
country for Scud missile
attacks.
President George Bush
authorized an increased activation of National Guard
members and Reservists for the
Persian Gulf War.
Jan. 20 - Iraq launched 10
Scud missiles into Saudi
Ar abia , and U.S. Patriot
missiles destroyed nine of the
missiles.
Jan. 21- Iraqi radio broadcast
a report from Saddam saying
that be bad rejected a Soviet
peace proposal.
Jan. 22 - An Iraqi Scud
missile struck a densely
populated neighborhood of Tel
Aviv and killed three residents.
J an. 23- President Bush announced the war was progressing according to schedule.
J an. 24 - The U.S. Navy cap-

• U.S. dead: 90 combat; 58 noncombat.
e u.s. tro~ rnlalng In Ktlon: 45.
• U.S. airmen 1181ed"e8 POWa: 9 .

e Scuds fired at Israel:

38 .

Source: NASHVILLE TENNESSEEAN
tured 51 Iraqi soldiers on a tiny
Kuwaiti island.
J an . 25- Saddam released a
huge oil spill in the Persian
Gulf. Experts tried to find a
way to stop the slick before it
reached the Saudi borders.
Jan. 26 - Iraq fired two Scud
missiles at Israel.
Jan. 27 - The oil slick continue its move toward Saudi
Arabia.
Jan. 28 - Approximately 80
Iraqi planes sought shelter in
Iran.
Saddam renewed his threat of
chemical warfare against the
Allied forces.
J an. 29 - The U.S. and Soviet
Union announced a statement
that the war could end if Iraq
agreed to a complete
withdrawal from Kuwait.
Iraq reported· that one of the
captured Allied pilots was killed in a Baghdad air raid.
President.Bush remained con-

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

fident about the possibility of
victory in the Persian Gulf War
in his State of the Union
Address.
Jan. 30 - President Bush
declared Feb. 3 a day of prayer.
Feb. 2 - Three Iraqi Scud
missiles were fired at Saudi
Arabia and Israel.
Feb. 6 - President Bush rejected a plea for a cease-fire
fr om Jordan's King Hussein.
Feb. 7 - Naval guns pounded
Kuwait as U .S.-led airstr ikes
continued to blast Baghdad.
Feb. 8 - An Iraqi Scud hit
buildings in central Israel in·
juring 17 people.
The oil spill in t he Persian
GUlf closed a Saudi water plant.
Feb. 12 - Soviets again
presented a peace proposal to
Saddam. The first condition remained a withdrawal from
Kuwait.
Feb. 18 - U.S.-Ied forces bombed an Iraqi bunker.

r--------------------.
----.,
1 . BUFFET SPECIAL <$:

Feb. 15 - Marine units begin
to move toward Kuwait.
Feb. 16 - Two Scuds hit Israel.
Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq
Aziz said he would go to
Moscow to meet with Soviet officials in a peace effort.
Feb. 18 - The threat of ground
war remained a possibility
after President Bush reviewed
a Soviet peace plan.
Feb . 19 - The Soviet peace
plan was rejected by President
Bush who said the war would
continue.
Feb. 21 - The Soviets said Iraq
agreed to eight points of the
peace plan, including the unconditional withdrawal from
Kuwait.
Feb. 22 - President Bush gave
Iraq unt il noon to begin to
withdraw from Kuwait.
F eb. 23 - The deadline for Iraq
to withdraw from Kuwait expired and th e ground war offensive began.
Feb. 24 - U.S.-led forces moved to the outskirts of Kuwait
City during the frrst day of the
ground war.
Feb . 25 - Saddam ordered his
troops to begin a fighting
withdrawal from Kuwait.
A Scud missile was fired into
Saudi Arabia killing 27 servicemen and wounding 97 in a
U .S. military barrack.
Feb. 26 - Allied forces capture
Kuwait City, and cut off Iraqi
forces attempting to ret~eat.
Feb . 27 - President Bush called for a temporary cease-fire in
the Persian Gulf War, and said
Kuwait has been liber ated.

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

/

Buy all your Spring Break supplies at

Charlie·s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Su~Qasses

Tanning Supplies
•Hawaiian Tropic
-Goppertone
•Tropical Blend
Oils I Lotloos I Moisturizers

Have a GREAT 1991 Spring Break II
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.

1000 Whltnell St. 753-4175
Visa &Mastercard

:rhe Sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta
love their
'
Men of the Year

Mike Young
Brian Van Horn

Mark Whitaker

March 3 -Iraqi and American
military leaders met and officially declare the war was
over.

...

1

I
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets

$5

99 •
I

C~mpus-Wide

Communications
Connecting MSU With Tomorrow

•

Presented by:

I

•Dri.nlcs not included- special good through 3/221)1

L-------------------------~

r-------------------------,
1
$ BUFFET SPECIAL$:

Manuel Susarret
Technical Engineering Specialist- Apple Computer, Inc.

&9 1

March 19, 1991• 3 pm to 5 pm
Room 404, 4th floor, Business Building

-------------------------~

Door Prizes To Be Given Away- Must Be Present To Win
Sponsored by: Computer Source, Inc. and Apple Computer, Inc.

:
:

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets

L

•Drinks not included- special good through 3{}:2J91.

$6

II

Chestnut Street

The Power To Be Your Best
FACTORY
DISCOUNT SHOES

.9Lttention

Spring is coming! So are
our new ladies' Spring shoes.

~acu[tjj!

Name brands: Connie, Fanfare,
9 West, Pierre Dumas, Nicole,
Green Rose

$11.95

$14.95

SPECIAL SALE

TI8Dm
'

IF YOU NEED A CAP AND GOWN FOR INAUGURATION DAY ON
APRIL 27,1991, OR FOR GRADUATION ON MAY 11,1991, PLEASE
CONTACT BOBBY McDOWELL- UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.
IF YOU WANT A TAILOR MADE GOWN AND HOOD IT WILL TAKE
SIX WEEKS.
IF YOU WANT ONE FROM RENTAL STOCK WE WILL NEED TilE
ORDER BY APRIL, 21991.

Canvas
Leather

$23.95
$33.95
Keels

$23.95

$38.95

16th & Main next to the
ATQ house

753-9419

~P•a•g•e•4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. .~.~
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VIEWPOINT

I"

COMMENI'ABY

EDITORIAL

CHERYL
GENTRY

Communication
.is· key to world
Bon jour. Entschuldigen sr.e. Prege per favere.
Hasta la vista.
Do you know what these words mean? Well, it
may be advantagous to find out.
As the world becomes increasingly smaller and
countries are increasing trade with other countries,
the need for some form of foreign language skills
are a must.
Most of us are content and happy with knowing
the English language. (Some of us are still having
trouble with our native tongue.) However, a working vocabulary in another language is proving to be
a plus in life.
With the population of immigrants increasing in
the United States, there are many, many languages
. that just about anyone can hear on any given street.
Spanish is perhaps the leader in foreign languages
spoken in our country. Yet, don't be suprised to
hear French, Russian, Italian, German and just
about any other language that is spoken on God's
green earth.
In the world of business, more and more companies are expanding and are starting branches in
other countries to offer a greater market products
and services that were once onlyfound in America.
In this sense, to "get ahead" in business, it is a
defmate plus to be fluent in another language.
Simply stated, communication is the foundation
that a more friendly world can be built. Without
knowledge and personal interaction with others,
the future of the world may, very well, be in
jeopardy.
..,

Pride in America
should continue
The fury of Operation Desert Storm has been
. calmed. The bombs have stopped falling. The planes
are on the ground. The rifles have quit firing and
plans are being made to bring our troops home.
But does that mean that the patriotism that we
have been experiencing over the past several months should stop? Hell no.
,
The pride in our men and women who have served
so bravely in the Gulf War should never cease. Nor
should the patriotism for our country ever falter .
· True, this is a time to celebrate victory, but let us
not forget our soldiers who have served this country
so admirably, and especially those who made the
"supreme sacrifice."
During this crisis, we looked toward "Old Glory"
with a tear in our eye, thinking about those
overseas. Now, let us look on our flag with that
same feeling-pride in America.
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Test causes
major stress

~.

It was 5:30 a.m. The bird's
weren't even up yet. My mom
was at my bed.
"Cheryl, get up. It's time,"
Mom said.
"Five more minutes, mom.
Just five more minutes ..."
The dreaded day was here. It
was Saturday morning. A day
usually set aside by society to
watch cartoons, mow the la~n
and go shopping. Such rith'its I
would not be able to participate
in today. I was scheduled to
take the Graduate Records Ex·
amination (GRE> at 8 a.m.
As I entered the building, I
found myself lost in a circular
maze of concrete. If I could not
locate the stairs, how could I
get even one question correct in
the analytical section of the
GRE?
I finally found the room. I
opened the door to find an
elegant room decorated in buff,
concrete tiles and second gradesize desks. As I marveled at the
enormous room, the official
squeezed another desk between
a pregnant woman and a frail,
diseased woman.
As I sat down at the desk, I
felt as if I didn't belong.
Something was wrong. After
realizing that I wasn't lefthanded, I requested a new desk
from the official. Now I
belonged.
•
I
As the aroma of cherry cough
tlon. The homosexuals may con· drops filled the air, I attempted
sider me "homophobic", to calm myself. The pregnant
however I only wish the woman would not go into labor
discrimination to stop.
and the diseased woman would
I understand how hard it is not sneeze on the oack of• my
for the Resident' Advisors to head.
control the problem. Yet if ac"Hello everyone. Please
tions are not taken to stop the remove all items from your
discrimination I believe the desk, except for your pencil and
friction between the homo- and your admission ticket,'' the ofhetrosexuals will continue to ficial said.
increase, due to the violations
I picked out my lucky Garof the rules and to the conflict field pencil, told myself I was
the homosexuals bring to the going to do great, and popped a
community of the floors in peppermint. As I broke the test
question.
seal of my booklet, I saw my
future pass before my eyes: no
In addition, I have heard talk graduate school, no hope, no \
of making Woods a single sex family, no money and no life.
dormatory, however if housing
The GRE is over. I survived
uses a little wisdom in their ac- it. I was lucky.
tions they will understand the
problem comes form conflict
between males, and not from
conflict between males and
females.

Sexual discrimination in dorms
To the Editor:
I am a resident of the mo.st ~
centric and controversial dorm
on campus, Ralph H. Wnntli:a
~ 'ti"t!J
Hiill. Woods has had many pr~
blems in the past such as drugs,
witches and warlocks, racial
tension and fights, and of
COUJ'8e visitation. However, the
problem this semester is
hetrosexual discrimination.
The homosexuals in Woods
are allowed to stay the night
wit h each other on a
boyfriendlboyfreind (lover) relationship, however, hetrosexuals
are not allowed to have a
member of the opposite sex in
their rooms after a certain time
every night, even if it is on a
scholarly level.
If I am not mistaken there are
certain guidelines to overnight
quests of t he same sex; to quote
the resident adviser handbook
on policies and rationales:
"Policies: You may have one
visitor of the same sex per
night . Visitors may spend no
more than two nights. If at any
t ime necessary for a visitor to
stay for more than two nights,
he/she will have to occupy a
guest room or make other
arrangements.
You can accomodate only one
guest in a two week period.

Guests may begin to regi~r
twenty-four hours prior to their
stay. A fee is charged for this·
check with the housing office
for rates and to make reservatioM. This fee must be paid
when the guest registers. The
university will supply such
guests with linen. Violations of
overnight guest policies may
result in disciplinary action.
Guests are subject to the
university and residence hall
regulations, and it is your duty
(RA'S) to inform them of all pertinent regulations. If they fail
to abide by these rules, they
will be asked to leave and not to
return.
Rationale: Restrictions on
overnight guests exist for the
consideration of the roommate
and the suitemates; and security of the hall; also to keep those
who are not paying for living in
the hall (out)." To me this is
discrimination, because it
allows same sex guests to stay
the night on any occasion.
Murray State Housing based
the 90-91 school year on the
concept of "A Commitment to
Community," yet they are tak·
ing no actions to strengthen the
community of the floors in ques·
tion which are losing their com·
munity due to the discrimina·

Therefore, by making Woods
single sex I feel it will only increase the tension between the
homo- and hetrosexuals.

Who

Editor's Note: T his letter was
signed by 32 residents of
Woods Hall.
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Comparison
'inaccurate'
To the Editor:
I'm writing to comment on
the great burger survey of
1991. I, like many other
restaurant operators in Mur·
ray, am unhappy at the lack of
objectivity, accuracy and the
resulting distortation which
made a few look good and
everyone else look, unfairly,
bad.
I was called about the survey
and asked the price of my
quarter-pound hamburger. I
presumed this was an objective
survey and that all the par·
ticipants were asked the same
question. That's the nature of
surveys, you know.
When the results of the
survey were published, the big
winners were two fast-food
establishments boasting burger
pri~ of 49 cents. The rest of us
were left in the dust, looking
like we were trying to retire off
the price of our burgers.
A quick call to the two

establishments confirms that
Thank you for your time and
the winning 49 cent burgers I'm glad I got that off my chest.
aren't, of course, quarter-pound
burgers. Their actual quarterWilliam Daugherty
pounders sell for three or more
owner/operator
times that much. The 49 cent
Log Cabin Restaurant
burgers fall in the one.tenth of
a pound, rather than one-fourth
of a pound catagory.
E i t h e r the two
establishments misrepresented
their prices, which I doubt, or
were simply asked to quote
their lowest burger price.
To the Editor:
We were pleased to see in the
.. .I'm proud of my quarter·
last
issue of The Murray State
pound hamburger and will
News,
that Wendy's Restaurant
match it with anyone for taste,
was
chosen
on campus for havquality and value.
ing the "best burgers." This
I protest the unfair advantage helps to prove our motto that
gained when a 1.6 ounce ham- says, "The Best Burgers in the
burger is represented as being Business."
equal to my, and other
Please know that your
restaurant operators, full, four business is certainly valued...
ounce, quarter-pound
We would like to remind
hamburgers.
students that they receive a 10
Equitable comparison is the percent discount with their ID
bottom line of any survey. An (excluding sale items).
Again, thank you for your
inaccurate survey does more
harm than good, especially business.
when represented as objective
and valid in the persuasive Managers and crew of Wendy•s
Murray
arena of the media.
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Islam: The Middle East religion
By CYRUS AFZALI

Foreman explains Middle East
religious concepts

Forum tells
area's storY

Tur key

Although Islam and Christianity are a world apart and have
some differences in concepts and history, there are many
similarities between the two religions.
"In all the divisions of Moslems, there is an enormous amount of
stress placed on the fact that it is a community of those who submit themseleves to God's will and will be rightly guided.
"Moslems have two spheres: the house of Islam and the house of
conflict. Within the house of Islam, there is peace. There is an
obligation on everyone to make sure they are living a life conforming to God's will. Your initial obligation is to clean up your own
house," said Terry Foreman, chairman of the department of
philosophy and religious studies.
All Moslems are to lead humans to accept God's will and there is
less of an eagerness to change solely to become more modern,
Foreman said.
~any of the key persons in Christianity are also present in
Islam, but have different roles and levels of importance.
"Moslems insist God is not man. There is a great distinction.
They believe that messengers allowed the message to be cor·
rupted. The Christian claim is inconceivable. Moslems say Jesus
had a message, but Christians revered the messenger more than
the message.
"In Islam, there is no God the son or the holy spirit. Jesus
delivered a message from God. Moslems insist on the virgin birth
and Abraham, Ishmael, and Jacob were all profits in Islam,
Foreman said.
Because the two words are related in structure, people often use
the two terms Moslem and Islam interchangeably, but there is a
difference.
"The two terms come from the same Arabic root. Islam is submission and Moslem is someone who submits. There is not an identity between Arabs and Moslems. Arabs are a minority of
Moslems. The m~ority of population is larger in countries like In·
donesia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and the USSR," he said.
Although most people feel Christianity has firmly established
itself as the world's fastest-growing religion and spreading into
many parts of the world, Islam is growing at a faster rate.
"Both are growing from within the community and through conversions. Moslems are converting and giving birth at greater
rates. Most of the Christian population is in first-world nations.
They are adding in Africa, but not as fast as Moslems," Foreman
said.
Because there have been negative events in the past associated
with Islam. there are different levels of understanding ~nd
tolerance regarding Moslems.
•
"Jews, Moslems, and Christians hold prayer meetings together
in Los Angeles and probably in New York, Chicago, Toledo, and
possibly Cincinnati.
Foreman said there are frequent requests for a preferred wish
for Moslems and Christians to understand each other.
"It is measurable by the curiosity displayed by people who call
the Murray State University and want to have speakers on Islam
or Judiasm," he said.
"Mohammed grew up in a Mecca dominated by a religious/com·
mercia! trade. There were temples to idols. Mohammed sees all
this after being in the mountains. Gabriel told him all this is
wrong. There is one God and should be no images.
"Mohammed thinks he is going crazy at first when he begins
having these experiences. His wife was his ftrst convert. The visions came over several years. He finds people hungry for a way to
live that is approved by God.
"Every Friday when Moslems go to mosques, the sermons have
historical references to the past. Iraq is where the sunnis and
sbiites meet. Saddam Hussein is trying to weld together the Arab
world. Iraq has bad this big military force and has been in competition with Iran for levera_ge," Foreman said.
Although Moslems have the right to insure things are done correctly, there are other obligations Moslems must follow regarding
claims of religious authority.
"Saddam Hussein has the moral imperative to ask people to
right a wrong as well as to do the right things yourself and to persuade others. His call to Jihad does not have sanctions like a call
from someone with insight," he said.
Jihad means struggle. This struggle may take many forms like
confronting a deviant. The New Testament calls Christians to go
and talk to someone with bad ways and be persistent and shun
them if they continually ignore them, Foreman said.
"The Moslem view of human nature is that we are all given a
sound nature at birth, but are subject to temptation. This sound
constitution is called fitr. People need encouragement in maintaining and restoring it."
In Islam, it is important to protect the self against being seduced
or corrupted by God's enemies (Satan and his creatures.) There is a
need to keep the community protected from Satanic influences,
Foreman said.
"Moslems feel Jews and Christians got some thing mixed up like
holy days and how strangers are regarded. They believe someone
got something mixed up due to different versions of Christianity."
King Hussein of Jordan is a descendant of Mohammad and
wants control of the area, he said.
Christians adopted the Roman models of organization. It is im·
perative that all Christians worship in a church. Moslems hold
religious activities in mosques, but are not required to worship in
them.
"Christianity grew up as the minority religion and was organized to protect the community and be organized. You ought to respond to the call to worship as a Moslem, but how you do it is up to
you," Foreman said.
There are many Moslems in Africa, but there are enormous differences between their viewpoints and religious observances. In
Morocco, there are many holy men who are held in high regard,
and in Indonesia affairs are more legalized and institutionalized.
According the 1990 edition of The World Almanac, there are .88
billion (17.4 percent of the world) Moslems and 1.6 billion (32 percent) Christians. These figures are based on people claiming a
religious preference.
Because of the Persian Gulf War, more attention was focused on
the customs of Islam. The media reported that the movement and
practices of both men and women troops were being curtailed.
Foreman said the press has conveyed a negative image of
Moslems just as they have about Arabs for many years.
"The press is getting more sympathetic, but people's perceptions
are not changing. Unsympathetic movies have overwhelmed the
sympathetic print press."
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Hussein's reasons for war
wrong say certain expert~
On Aug. 10, 1990, Saddam
Hussein issued a call on Iraqi
state radio and television call·
ing a holy war to begin and for
"all Arab and Muslim masses
wherever they are - save Mecca and the Tomb of the Prophet
from occupation."
.
As shown in the statement
issued by Hussein, one of the
main reasons for the Persian
Gulf conflict was the redistribution of wealth. This new
wealth, Hussein said, came into
the hands of the few to be exploited and these people caused
"financial and social occupation to spread."
Hussein also told his people to
revolt against the oil emirs
(Kuwait and others) and prevent the foreigner and his fleets
from passing through the skies
of Egypt and the ·Suez Canal.
Since this call for holy war
many scholars and citizens
alike have questioned its
authority and reasons.
On November 17, 1990, The
Economist ran a story dealing
with some of the different
reasons for the American
presence in the Gulf.
Many feel there is still a lot of
embarassment over America's
performance in the Vietnam

•
War, and this conflict could
restore pride in the United
States military.
Britain's Spectator said "oil
in the modem age ought to oo
considered as necessary as f~
to both the third world and' tb:e
West/ and war to safeguard it
should be ipso facto just."
The Bush administration continually said during the conflict
that the war was not over oil,
but rather "this fight is about
naked aggression that will not
stand.
Former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger said in a Los
Angeles Times
article that
"Americans must not be given
the impression that they have a
duty to go to war against every
evil leader in the world."
According to Christian tradi·
tion, the purpose of war should
be to promote peace, not to embarrass Saddam Hussein. According to Islam, no war is just
except a jihad which is a struggle against unbelievers.
Others feel that "capitalism
and democracy provide an
authentic and attractive alter·
native to the traditional ways
of thought and life" dictated by
Islam.

One fact that has not been
mentioned throughout war
coverage is that there are large
concentrations of Moslems in
several American cities.
Muslims now outnumber
Episcopalians in America, and
it is estimated that "in a decade
Moslems will likely outnumber
Jews in the United States."
Toledo, Ohio, which lias one
of the largest Moslem populations in the United States, has
had a center since 1983 that
functions more like a Christian
church than a mosque. Weddings, funerals, and Sunday
services are held at this facility.
Most American Moslems
either come from Moslem
families or immigrated here
from a Moslem country. An Oct.
8, 1990 report in U.S. News
and World Report reported
that a small, but growing
number of converts are coming
from the American middle
class. About one-third of all
black Americans are followers
oflslam.
·
It is difficult for Moslems in
America to leave their jobs to
pray and participate in rituals,
but because of an increase in
numbers, these circumstances
may soon change.
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. Three Murray State University faculty gave presentations at
a colloquium Feb. 12 to help illustrate the history and
religious aspects of the Middle
East.
The ftrst speaker was Larry
Gossett, a visiting assistant
professor in the department of
history. He said one of the
causes of the conflict is the differing histories of Kuwait and
Iraq.
,
"The current conflict is du"e to
(the presence of both) nations
with along history and the nonnations in the Arabian peninsula like Saudia Arabia,
Kuwait, Syria, and Jordan.
"Iraq's early borders were
drawn after World War I by the
British. The British and French
set the boundries for Syria and
Libya," Gossett said.
''The history of the Middle
East goes back 10,000 years.
but non-nations like Kuwait
are creations of the 20th cen·
tury. Jordan and Iraq were
made monarchies under British
mandate in 1914. Saudi Arabia
was not a player in the region
until1932.
"After World War IT, all
these nations except Palestine
became sovereign. Kuwait has
only been independent since
the 1960s and its history
started in 1899 when control
was given to the British in exchange for protection against
the demands of the Ottoman
Empire," he said.
"World War I started the
demands for cheap gas and
travel because of the
automobile and the United
States .began to feel entitled to
Middle East oil because it had
previously supplied other coun·
tries," Gossett said.
As the oil supply began to
shrink, countries in the Middle
East saw the possibility of using it as a weapon. Oil became a
political weapon as the embargo was seen as a way to obtain certain demands. The
United States now gets over 20
percent of the area's oil.
One of the causes of the current conflict is because Kuwait
has consistently been overproducing which lowered oil
prices. Iraq needed the revenue
from this oil to pay debts incurred with its war with Iran.
Gossett said that by choosing
Mohammed as his last prophet.,
believers in Islam think he is
on the same level as Jesus and
other prophets. Because several
hundred years elapsed between
this period and the time of the
Bible, Moslems feel the Koran
is on a higher level.
Steve Jones, an associate profesor of anthropology, said be
feels the concept of jihad should
not be applied to the current
eonflict.
"A jihad is a holy war used to
expand boundries of Islam or
defend against attacks," Jones
said.
He said that only certain
religious leaders have the
authority to call for a jihad and
Saddam Hussein does not have
that power.
There have been several
predictions throughout Moslem
countries for many years like
having a conflict in Syria until
it is destroyed, women coming
to ruling power, death and fear
afflicting the people of
Baghdad. and a time of red f1re
in the skies. Events like the
first woman prime minister in
Pakistan and the current IraqKuwait conflict have particular
bearing on these predictions.
The culture of the Middle
East dictates women wearing
veils to show their sexual
modesty and secluded.
"Men are viewed as responsi·
ble for their female kinsmen.
The veil can be used as a sign of
political protest in addition to
sexual modesty. Women have
started protesting for certain
Jones
rights like driving a
said.
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POUCEBEAT
March 4

7:37 p.m. - Jim Baurer reported a fight between two high
school students at the Curris Center.

Hundreds gather
for shoreline hike
By JENNIFER LASHLEE

March 2

12:10 a.m. - A fight on the fourth floor of Richmond Hall
was reported by the hall director, but was under control by
12:16 a.m.
12:50 a.m. - The ball dir ector of Franklin Hall requested
an officer investigate a vandalism problem on t he first floor.
The officer requested a custodian because of broken glass
from light bulbs as a result of the incident.
1:28 a.m. - A resident of College Courts reported loud
music and yelling near t he complex area.
4:12a.m.- A security guard in Hart Hall reported a poten·
tial fight in the parking lot.
March 1

1:10 a.m.- A fire beside a dumpster outside of Clark Hall
was extinguished by a security guard.
2 a.m.- A person in Hart Hall reported being threatened
over the phone and requested a tracer be put on the phone.

Feb. 28
1:20 a.m. - A resident adviser for Clark Hall called concerning a Clark Hall resident who was assaulted on Cutchin
Field.

Information fbr Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Jennifer Johnson, staff writer, from materials available to the
public from the public safety department.
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Reporter

More than 300 people from
Kentucky, Tennessee and lJ.
linois were at Land Between
the Lakes Saturday morning to
"Hike the Shoreline."
The second annual shoreline
hike was a four hour event for
people of all ages who wanted to
restore t he beauty of LBL's
shor elines by collecting trash
and debris.
Many businesses, organiza·
tions and individuals made
donations a nd volunteered
their time for the event.
Two pontoon boats were pro·
vided by the Murray State
University Biological Station to
comb the lake's interior for
trash, and the Glad company
donated trash bags, hats and
banners. Other donations were
made by the Kentucky Department ofFish and Wildlife, Land
Between the Lakes Association,
game wardens and shell
harvesters.
MSU was represented at the
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Is now taking applications for the Fall. ,.
The following positions will be open:
NEWS STAFF:

LBL clean-up by several
groups. Members of Students
Aiding the Vanishing Earth, an
environmentally-oriented student organization on campus,
participated as well as several
fraternities. The College of
Fine Arts and Communications
and the College of Business and
Public Affairs were represented
also.
Pamela Dawes, coordinator of
the hike, said by the end of the
hike the volunteers had collected a pile of trash approximately 20-feet-high.
Dawes said the coordinators
were very pleased and surpris·
ed by the number of people who
participated in the shoreline
clean-up.
"Because of the threat of rain,
it turned out to be bigger and
better than we thought it would
be. But it was not as big as it
should have been," she said.
Dawes said Hi k e the
Shoreline is going to be a biannual event. It will be in the
spring and fall.
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Arun Gandhi, grandson of India's late
spiritual leader, Mahatma Gandhi, will
speak on "Peaceful Resolutions."
-journalist for The Times of India
-created India's "Center for
Social Unity" in 1960
-his goal is to establish
centers for non-violent reform
in the United States and
South Africa
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LIFE
Busting out for Spring Break,
'

Break·.travel plans
vary with stuqents
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

Murray State University's
students are anxious to get
a way from homework, tests or
just plain stress during Spring
Break.
Some students are going
home to relax. Others are
traveling to diverse places providing them with relaxation,
excitement and fun in the sun.
Glenn Walker, a junior
chemistry and biology ml\ior
from Paducah, is going to New
Orleans, La., for Spring Break.
Walker said he and five
others are leaving Saturday for
their 10-hour drive to New
Orleans.
Walker said they plan to get
their car checked before they
leave.
"We're just going because we
want to," Walker said. "I've
never been there."
Walker said he does not know
exactly what they're going to do
when they get to New Orleans.
Walker said they will be staying at the French Quarter for
five days. The hotel cost $40 a
night.
As for how much money is
needed for the trip, Walker said
he is taking $250.
"After estimating the approximate cost for everything, we
decided that's what we need,"
Walker said.
He plans to cut cost by going
to Fast Tracks and getting
coRes, chips and dips, he said.
Anne Clinard, a graduate
health major from Paducah,
said she is going to the
~ Bahamas for her Spring Break.
''I've never been there before.
I always wanted to know what
it was like,'.' Clinard said.
She said as of now there are
only three girls going, and they
plan to leave Friday.
Clinard said they are going
by airplane. She said as soon as
they know for sure who all is
going, they are going to a travel
agency in Paducah.
"From the pamphlets I've
seen, it's going to cost $300 to

$400 for a round trip," Clinard
said.
_
_
However, Clinard said they
have reservations for a hotel
overlooking the beach for a
. week. The room costs $60 a
night. "I plan to investigate
the beach, in other words, lay
out, do some sightseeing and
party until our money is gone,"
she said.
"I had to plck up an extra job
so I can have some spending
money," she said.
She plans to take at least
$1,000 to spend on food,
souvenirs and other things she
finds suitable to buy, she said.
"I'm going on a spending
frenzy because I got an extra
job for this," Clin~d saig.
Even though she is excited
about going, she is wary of
what to expect.
"I'm kind of wary because
I've never been before,"
Clinard said. "But I'm still excited because I've never been.
Overall, it should work out
perfectly."
Richard Gomoll, a sophomore
undeclared major from
Madisonville, said he was looking forward to spending Spring
Break with his grandfather in
Ocee, Fla.
"I'm going to see my grandfather and look for a job for this
summer at Disney World,"
Gomoll said.
Gomoll said he also plans to
swim, go to the beacft, go shopping and go to the malls.
"I think the sun makes me in
a better mood, which is one of
the reasons why I'm going to
Florida," he said.
He plans to take $200 with
him, plus what his parents give
him.
However, some students are
not traveling as far as others.
Brian Winsett, a freshman
marketing major from
Paducah, said he was going to
Nashville, Tenn., for Spring
Break.
He said he was going to visit
friends, relatives and his
girlfriend Julie.

Prepare cars for long tripS
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

"8Pr1ng Break! Hip-Hip Hooray, a
chance to get away" may be heard across
Murray State University's campus Friday.
Even though students are anxious to get
away, they should take heed of some things
before they leave on their adventure.
H students are driving, they should get
their cars ~hecked.
Brent Morris, owner of Murray BP Gas
Station on South 12th St., said unless
students are traveling less than 3,000
miles in their cars, then they need only to
get their oil, water and tires checked.
However, Morris said if they are traveling more than 3,000 miles, there are some
additional things they should check.
"If you are going on a long trip, I would
want it serviced. Get the belts, hoses, tires,
transmission fluid and oil checked," he
said. ''They might even want to change
their oil.''
As for a tune-up, Morris said people do
not really need it to go on a long trip.
He said students do not have to worry
about a front end alignment unless the car
has been wrecked. People should only get

''It probably wouldn't
hurt if you had a flare,
so other cars can see
you if you are pulled
over to the side."
Brent Morris
Owner of Murray BP Gas ..

their front end aligned and tires balanced
once a year.
If anything should happen to the car
while they are on the road, Morris said
they need to have a few things with them.
"You should take a flashlight, blankets,
a gallon of water or antifreeze in case your
car runs hot or is overheated," he said. "It
probably wouldn't hurt if you had a flare,
so other cars can see you if you are pulled
over to the side."
As for instructions on how to change a
tire, Morris said the owner's manual has
directions on changing tires. Some jack up
on the side, and some jaCk up on the
bumper.

"There are usually directions in the
glove compartment or near the spare tire
in the trunk," he said.
However, automobiles are not the only
form of transportation students use when
they go on Spring Break.
Randy Wilkins, travel agent for House
Travel, said the most popular vacationing
spots where people fly are Mexico,
Bahamas, South Padre Island and Texas.
--Wilkin~ sala if s!_udents are driving or
flying to a vacation spot, then the most
popular place is Florida, ususally Daytona
Beach, West Palm Beach and Lauderdale
Lakes.
Wilkins said 10 percent of students go by
air while the other 90 percent drive by car.
Because of the price range -for air tliglitS,
college students are generally on a budget,
so they drive, Morr~s said:
He said one of the most expensive round
trips would be to Jamaica or California
with a maximum cost of $500.
One of the lowest rouncf trip cost is $150 \
to South Padre, Morris said.
"You can usually save money by using a
travel agency or a free agency," he said. "It
generally saves the student money."

Sprln·g

To save money during Spring
Break travels, some Murray State
University students gave these
tips:
·

rsJ

Tips
,.
Toavoid the flashing blue

'
lights on your Spring Break
travel$, a t<etotucky·State ,

liNttt·thtli . UPII
• Do not go over
.,., ,,~e ~~9 Url",~t.. ·'

'" ·~t!MI'fiin

Use your meal ticket to buy snacks and
cokes before the trip.

r:5/ Check different hotels for price rates.

• , Do not drink and
,.,.,drive.;, .
,

Choose the better price.

. \:'Watch·out tOt · '\

r:5/ Share toiletries and tanning supplies .

r;i

slick spots in the
· }/;!road causect.·by
' 00.
• •Watch out for
·'<.fallen ·objects in
· the road.
• .:W~tc~ out fQr
.·.
· animals cro$sing··
the street.

with friends.
Set a limit on spending for each day and
take only that amount of money with you.

r:5/ Buy groceries once there and share
food instead of eating out each meal.
Graphic by ROB WiLKERSON

Takingadvantageoftheniceweather,
Shawn Chambers, a sophomore math
major from Owensboro, picks up trash
on campus.
Chambers is treasurer of Students
Against the Vanishing Earth (SAVE),
the campus environmental organization.
SAVE has held a couple of campus
clean-up days this semester and transported students to the Shoreline Hike
clean-up project at LBL Saturday.
Chambers said SAVE is planning a
_ IMpus celebration for Earth Day
on April22. .

Daytona-Beach Is a favorite spot for girls to catch a few rays of sun during spring break.

~-.A;;...;:S
; ;.; ; ___U_C---E-=
O==
F_LIFE
_ _1
~ Bilingual campus

Doing his pad

In this great melting pot of nationalities and
culltures, it is almost essential for everyone to
be bilingual.
At Murray State University, educators are
doing their best to teach students a second
language.
They accomplish this through the bachelor of
arts degree requirements and programs such
as Cinema International and the foreign language club.
Story on page 8
Shawn Chambers

.~

Stuad workshog
A Jesse Stuart writing workshop wiil
beheld Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday as a continuing education course.
The worf(shop will be based on select
short stories, poems and excerpts from
Stuart works.
The central theme of the program will
be the virtues and strengths of the
Kentucky mountain people, which
Stuart's work celebrated.
The workshop will be in the Business
Building, Room 404, from 6 p.m. until8
p.m. each evening.
There is a $40 fee for participating in
the workshop.

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
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Campus becoming bilingual
business field, Grimes said.
Chinese and Arabic are also useful for
Staff Writer
cultural
purposes. Knowing Spanish is ex1n a ci>untry that claims to be a great
melting pot of nationalities and cultures, it tremely beneficial, especially if living in
is important to know a second language for the southwestern United States, he said.
One of the main ways students are enseveral reasons. The students and faculty
couraged
to study a foreign language at the
of Murray State University understand
these reasons and are becoming more university level is by giving them college
credit for what they have already
bilingual.
•
There is a multitude of reasons for learn- accomplished.
"We give incoming students credit for
ing another language besides English, said
J . Milton Grimes, chairman of the depart- their high school foreign language
classes," Grimes said. "This way students
ment of foreign languages.
''The U .S. has a huge foreign population may begin at the appropriate level."
High school students are also reached by
speaking many languages," Grimes said.
"It is our responsibility to learn at least the Foreign Language Club Festival that
the department sponsors each year. The
one."
Several aspects of American society are festival gives high school foreign language
in need of bilingual individuals. Among students the opportunity t o express their
these are business, government, the legal talents through written assessment, drama
system, teaching and service· industries and several other categories.
When these high school students come to
such as health care.
Murray
State, they have even more opporThe French, German and Japanese
languages are good to know for the tunities for involvement with organiza·
By PATRICIA CASH

tion8, such as the Foreign Language Club
and Alpha Mu Gamma, an organization
promoting the study of foreign languages.
Several students hope to use their foreign
language skills to get jobs after
graduation.
Kris Minks, a junior English major from
Frankfort, is studying both German and
Spanish and plans to use both in her
profession.
"I would like to write children's books in
German and then translate them into
Spanish," Minks said.
Minks has studied German for five years
and Spanish for only one, but she said she
is more confident in her Spanish-speaking
abilities.
"I've done mission work in Mexico, so
I've beard the language as it is actually
spoken," she said. "After hearing it, I'm
more comfortable speaking it."
Rita Cook, a sophomore psychology major
from Corinth, also hopes to use her foreign
language skills professionally.

DERB,'DAYS

Congratulations to the
new officers of
.!ll{pfia Sigma fll{p fia

Politics important
to student scholar
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writor

Trying to be the best one can
be in school, whether it depends
on grades or work, can often be
stressful.
However, some students find
it easy to cope with this stress

---MAKING
THE GRApE
while keeping up their grades
and not going crazy in the
meantime.
It is not easy being a graduate
student, while studying, working and socializing.
There is one student who is
taking all the stress in his
stride while he keeps his grade
point average up.
Brian K. Clardy, a public administration graduate student
from South Fulton, Tenn., said
when he is stressed, he listens
to jazz.
"I'm a jazz fanatic. What I do
to relieve stress is I listen to
Miles Davis. This takes my

mind off whatever I'm doing,"
lardy said.
Clardy said he usually reads
six hours a day when he gets off
work . After reading, he
rewrites his notes. He said he
Illakes good grades because he
puts a lot of time and effort into
his.work.
Clardy, who has ~ . 8.4 g.p.a.,
attended the Black Scholars
Banquet held m February.
"I felt v&; privileged. I was
a~oftg-...@9me of the brightest
Afro·Am~ students. I felt
proud to be among that group,"
he said.
Clardy leads a very busy life.
He is a graduate assistant in
the department of political
science, criminal just ice and
legal studies.
He was president of hall council at Woods Hall, a member of
the Minority Advisory Council,
a political analyst for MSU
TV-11 and a teacher in
American government.
"I worked under Dr, Concetta
Culliver. I accumulated all this

Photo by STEPHANIE LUSH
Graduate student Brla.n Clardy said

he leeds a busy life.

information for the past six Editor's Note: This Is the third
years. I thought what-,:otrld :tdo part of a 10-part series
but to share this lfllonnation spotlighting student scholars
who are active on campus.
with others." he said.
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HOT PRICES
FOR
SPRING
BREAK!

\

HT Marketing, Inc. Hawaiian Tropic
Suncare will donate $2
per bottle sold to the Special Events
Center!
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
JON
FUTRELL

Art faculty 'up all night'

Reviewer

By GREG ALLEN

Movies
1, Silence of the Lambs
2. Sleeping With
the Enemy
3. King Ralph
4. Home Alone
5. Dances With Wolves
6. Scenes from a Mall
7. He Said, She Said
8. L.A. Story
9. The Neverending Story 2
10. Nothing But Trouble

Reporter

'Doors' open.
for new movte
about group
In a short while, the reviewing ceremony for The Doors will
begin. But before this latest
work from director Oliver Stone
(Platoon) is analyzed, let us look
at past rock bio pies on the big
screen.
One of the first of these
biographies, in recent memory,
was The Buddy Holly Story.
This movie was a by-thenumbers biography that was
brightened by clever writing.
Also, the film contains great
covers of Holly classics by Gary
Busey, Don Stroud and Charles
Martin Smith and Busey's own
Oscar-nominated performance
of an all-around nice guy rocker
with some problems.
Then, there was La Bamba.
This movie portrayed Richie
Valens, who died in the same
plane crash that took Holly, as
a virtual saint who loved to
rock and roll.
Lou Diamond Phillips did a
great JOb of acting and lipsynching Los Lobos versions of
Valens' hits.
Two years ago, Great Balls of
Fire exploded onto the screen
and then suffered a quick
death.
Recordings by an older Jerry
Lee Lewis did not sound real
coming from the mouth of Den-.
nis Quaid. Save Winona
Ryder's performance as Lewis's.
teen cousin bride, the whole
rtlm was a live action cartoon.
Now, we have The Doors.
This movie has been more
than a decade in the making
and is well wortli the wait.
Val Kilmer (Top Secret) plays
lead singer Jim Morrison in the
last five years of his life.
In a look at the beginning of
the band, we see Morrison
meeting Ray Manzarek (Kyle
MacLachlan of Blue Velvet), forming The Doors with John
Densmore (Kevin Dillon of The
Blob) and Robby Krieger
(Frank Whaley of Little
Monsters ), enjoying his initial
successes and self-destruction
with drugs and alcohol.
On ·paper The Doors is the
same by-the-numbers bio Holly
was. But Stone makes it much
more than that.
He not only shows us what is
happening to The Doors, but
also what is happening inside
Morrison's head.
While he is singing (or attempting to sing) in concert, he
sees the dancing teenage fans
as Indians dancing naked and
carefree. This is a look inside
the mind of a poet drunken
with success and Scotch.
Such trips are startling and
maybe not for all tastes, but interesting nonetheless.
The photography by Robert
Richardson further enhances
these and other moments in the
fllm.
As with other bio films, performances and music make The
Doors great. Kilmer not only
acts but sings several Doors
hits, including Break On
Through and Light My Fire.
Kilmer sings in the concert
scenes with Morrison's voice in
the background scenes and the
soundtrack album. Otherwise,
it is hard to tell the two apart, a
credit to Kilmer.
Other actors appearing in the
movie, MacLachlan, Dillon and
Whaley are good as the other
Doors. Meg Ryan (/nnerspace) is
perfect as Pamela Courson,
Morrison's common-law wife.
In addition, Crispin Glover and
Paul Williams have great turns
as Andy Warhol and one of his
assistants.
The other rock bios might
have had you leaving the
theater humming or even singing the hit songs. Instead of
singing "Come on baby, light
my fire," The Doors will have
you thinking about the myth
and life of Jim Morrison.
Chalk up another triumph for
Oliver Stone. The Doors is a
great movie .

.-

Faculty of the Murray State
University art department
know what it is like to stay up
all night when it comes to getting their homework finished.
Sixteen faculty artists will
show off their latest work in the
biennial faculty exhibition titled "Some Of Us Were Up All
Night" in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery until March 31.
The exhibition ranges from
paintings, drawings,
sculptures, photography and
videography, with one end of
the gallery lit up by the in·
tensely bright colors of painter
N adya Brown, while the opposite end is in the form of a
landscape created by painter
Robert W. Head.
The exhibition includes
anything from uniquely arranged photographs of
cityscapes from Beijing and
Shanghai taken by Camille
Serre to a 14-foot aluminum gar
fi~ltleaping for a lure.
_ _
-Steve Bishop, designer of the
fish, said he designed it to float
in the water like a buoy, so
when the wind hits it, the fish
will slowly move in the wat~r.
Bishop, who has been
teaching at Murray State since
1979... graduated from Southern
Illin~is University in 1976 with
a degree in drawing and a
master's in sculpture.
.
Also on display is the colorful
sculpture of Paul Sasso who
displays anything from a dice
game to a hat rack to an umbrella stand.
Sasso, who has been teaching
at Murray State since 1981, has
been involved in art for the past
20 years.
He has been in 81 a.r t exhibits
throughout the country during
the last 12 years. He said he

From Entertainment Data

VIdeo rental
1. Die Hard 2
2. Days of Thunder
3. Navy Seals
4. Flatliners
5. Problem Child
6. Young Guns II .
7. The Freshman
8. My Blue Heaven
9. Darkman
10. Dick Tracy

...

From A.C. Nieleen

Television

Two displays In the Faculty Exhibit Include, top, Paul Sasso's
"Bogus Math" and Fred Shepard's "One for Thomas Auer."

1 Cheera(NBC) ,
2. NBC Monday Night
Movie - Love, Lies
and Murder,Part
II(NBC)
3. CBS Sunday Movie •
And The Sea Will
Tell, Part I(CBS)
4. 60 Mlnutes(CBS)
5. Grammy Awards(CBS)
6. Roaeanne(ABC)
7. Murphy Brown (CBS)
8. Full House (ABC)
9. (tie) America's
Funniest
People(ABC)
9. (tie) America's
Funniest Home
VIdeos( ABC)

has developed his own style in • D.H. Jackson represents
art.
photography in a- large scale
"Over th~ast 15 l..~ I image appearing to create imnaveaevelo
my own style," possible physical situations.
Sasso said. "I was a painter at • Michael Johnson creates the
one time, and I merged the moving image in a videotape
painting and sculpture into o'ne format.
thing."
• David Slawson displays the
Other faculty artists ex- blueprints of a small Japanese
hibiting are as follows:
garden setting.
• Jerry Speight creates low • Melody Weiler displays
relief fabrications painted with handmade paperwork.
automobile lacquers in an • Fred Shepard is showing a
large pot utilizing a residual
abstract style.
• Dale Leys displays complex salt glaze firing method.
drawings of six bridges and a • Harry Furches displays
drawing of animals scattered metalsmithing in a pair of 14
karat gold rings and a raised
around a microscope.
• David Brown exhibits draw- and braised copper vessel.
ings of a combination of objects. • Albert Sperath utilizes
• Sandy Sasso displays the out- airplane technology to create
his .dangerous lighted
door scenery
in a very detailed
.
a
sculpture.
drawmg.
I

I

'Taming of the Shrew' ·
is Playhouse comedy
Playhouse in the Park will pre- Valentine will dire'c t this
sent Shakespeare's Taming of performance.
the Shrew March 22 through
Several Murray State Univer·
March 24 and March 29 sity students and faculty will
through March 31. The play perform in the play and mt
considers the clash between a various other roles. Starring as
strong-willed woman and a lead characters are
Bill
free-spirited man. It is one of Phillips as Baptista Minola;
Shakespeare's earliest, and Holly Bloodworth and Sally
perhaps most well-known, Mahoney as Baptista's
comedies.
daughters, Katherine and
Playhouse will present the · Bianca; Rick Jobs as Petruchio,
play in a new setting from the a landed rover seeking his formedieval Italy to the Old West. tune who wins the hand of
Set designer Jerry Abbitt has Katherine.
placed it in an American fronGeneral admission tickets
tier saloon in the 1870s. will be on sale Friday. Prices
Costumes, including chaps, are $6 for adults, $5 for senior
spurs and Stetsons, will be citizens and $4 for students. For
designed by Kay Pope. Bob reservations, call 759-1752.

STEVEN O'R/LEY'S

What•s Hot
This Week

From Billboard magazine

Pop Singles
Photos by JOHN BERNING

)--~~------------~~~~-------------------------·

AROUND CAMPUS
MSU choirs perform

1. Someday Mariah Carey
2. One MoreT~.Timmy T
3. All the Man that I
Need. WhitneyHo~ston
4. Where Does My Heart
Beat Now. Celina Dion
5. Show Me the Way
Styx

Dr. Steven Michelson, director of choral activities, along
with the Murray State University choirs, will present a concert at 8 p.m. tonight in Farrell Recital Hall.

Galleries adjust hours for break
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery and the Curris Center gallery
have adjusted their hours because of Spring Break. The
galleries will close Saturday and Sunday and will open Monday though Wednesday 8 a.m. until 4:30p.m. The galleries
will close Thursday through March 17. Regular hours
resume March 18 at 8 a.m.

6. All This Time Sting
7.Gonna Make You
Sweat. C&C Music ·
Factory featuring
Freedom Williams
8. This House. Tracie
Spencer
9 Coming Out of the
Dark. Cloria Estefan
1o. Wicked Game Chris
Isaak
From Billboard magazine

Country Singles

Weekend horse show to be held
The West Kentucky Quarter Horse Association will hold a
horse show Saturday and Sunday at the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition Center.

ROBIN HOOD
Hl 1 FRIAR) 1 THIN/< wE
CPtJ Do iliAI "Dtti\1'(}- ouR
WILD ~ AT n\£.
trM BEt'IUIIFt\ L

1. Walk on FaHh. Mike
Reid
2. If You Want Me To.
Joe Diffie
3. Brother Jukebox.
Mark Chesnutt
4. Loving Blind Clint
Black
5. Don't Tell Me What
to Do. Pam Tillis
6. I'd Love You AJI Over
Again. Alan Jackson
7. I Couldn't See You
Leavln'. Conway Twitty
8. Little Things Marty
Stuart.
9. Two of a Kind,
Workln' on a Full
House. Garth Brooks
10. What a Way to Go
Ray Kennedy

1

From Billboard magazine

Albums

0~~.

OKA'f

1:1\ Al>MIT U'5

.m rgc.tJEP!!
&t:t:CAN

']RE.AM

CN4'+

. ~·'".::'~~~~-e-~

1. Mariah Carey. Mariah
Carey (Platinum)
2. To The Extreme.
Vanilla Ice (Platinum)
3. The Soul Cages. Sting
4. I'm Your Baby
Tonight. Whitney
Houston (Platinum)
5. Into the Night Gloria
Estefan
6. Wilson Phillips.
Wilson Phillips
7. Please Hammer Don't
Hurt 'Em. M.C. Hammer
8. Shake Your Money
Maker. The Black
Crowes
9. Some People's
Llvee. Bette Midler
10. The Immaculate
Collection. Madonna
From Billboard magazine
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SPORTS

'Breds take first two gam_
es
By BILL BALTZ

BASEBAll

Assistant Sports Editor

The Thoroughbr_eds swept up
two games in their season
openers Saturday and Sunday
at Reagan Field with a surprising hitting attack.
The visiting teams, Arkansas
State and St. Louis Universtiy,
were originally scheduled for a
pair of doubleheaders on the
weekend, but rain and
temperatures in the 30s
cancelled two game11 and
postponed another.
The 'Breda rapped out 14 hits
against ASU pitching Saturday
and scored three runs in the
first inning, winning 11-4.
The MSU winning pitcher,
southpaw Kirk Rueter, shutout
the Indians for five innings
before being relieved by Gary
Glidewell in the sixth. Rueter
held ASU to five hits, five
walks and no earned runs for 5
213 innings.
"He had good command of his
pitches. He was just missing
with his curve and had to throw
too many fastballs,'' Coach
Johnny Reagan said.
Reuter said his arm stiffened
up in the sixth, but-he was glad
r to get the first win of the
season. "I enjoyed the runs.
They started hitting right off
the bat," he said.
"We have five guys who can
pitch with anytime against
anyone," Reuter said.
Rick Grogan started his com·
eback by closing out the ASU
game. Grogan, who received an
injury-hardship from the
NCAA two weeks ago, was out
all of 1990 when a line drive
struck him in the head duri~g

batting practice last spring.
Grogan closed out the game
pitching 1 1/3 innings, giving
up two hits with two strikeouts.
The team seemed to lose its
confidence without him last
year, Reagan said. "It is very
comfortable having him back,''
he said.
The highlight of the 'Breda
hitting was a two-run homer in
the fifth when frrst baseman
Jason Haner pulled one 340
feet into a stiff wind over the
right field fence.
Reagan said the pitching and
defense would be good, but lik·
ed his team's chances better,
especially if they continue to
hit the ball. "With 14 hits in
eight innings, I'm pleased and a
little surprised by the team's
hitting," he said.
The 'Breda and the heavy hitting Haner continued their
streaks on Monday. MSU had
another 16 hits in defeating
SLU 10-5, and Haner stroked
another dinger in the second
inning.
.
MSU continued their hot hitting. The team averaged .429
with eight of the starters collecting 15 hits.
Most of the offense has come
from the trio of Haner, Jon
Grzanich and Shane Witzel.
The three have contributed a
batting average of .480 and
combined totals of 12 RBis and
six runs scored the team's two
victories.
Haner, who hits fifth, hit his
second home run in as many
games and is averaging .444 ..

He has five RBis and four runs
for the two games.
Grzanich, the catcher and the
clean-up hitter, was two for four
Saturday 1 and delivered
against SLU, going four for five
with two doubles and three
RBis. Grzanich is hitting .667 ·
with 3 RBls.
Witzel, the shortstop, is hitting .714 and has' four RBis. •
"We are swinging·. the bat
pretty good right now," Reagan
said. "We hit their f:arst pitcher
(Dan Wetzel). He is a good pitcher who has been around for
Jour y~ars."
SLU's Wetzel did shut down
the 'Breda on the ba.sepaths.
MSU had four runners caught
stealing and another was picked off.
Reagan said he was not too
wonied about the baserunning
He attributed the problem to
the cold weather and a clever
pitcher. "He (Wetzel) knows all
the little tricks. He has a little
balk move with his shoulder,''
Re_g,!l11 said..:.
Right-hander Pat Schmitt,
who relieved starter Kent
Wallace in the fifth, . was the
winning pitcher. Schmitt pitch·
ed four innings, striking out
five and giving up four hits, two
base on balls and two earned
runs.
Grogan again closed out the
game strong, but was ineligible
for the save.
Tlie'rhoroughbreds travel to
Hawaii for a three-game series
Photo by BILL BALTZ
against University of Hawaii
Friday through Sunday and a
two game series against Hawaii Lett-hander Kirk Reuter shows his breaking ball In the 'Breda 11-4 victory over Arkansas State In
Pacific on Monday and their season-opener. Reuter earned the win and held the Indians to five hits and five walks In his
alx and two-thirds Inning stint on the mound.
Tuesday.

By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Asaistant Sport~ Editor

Photo by MIKE PADUANO
Senior Chris Curtis takes aim with his .22-callber smallbore rl·
fie In a practice round at Stewart Stadium. Curtis and the reat
of The Racer Rifles, ranked sixth nationally, head for the NCAA
championships In West Point, N.Y. on Friday and Staurday.

~ AJ!!.C::.=.:!

Racer of t he Week
SeniOf"firstbasemanJason Hanerof
Henderson has been on a hot streak
with the bat and earns Racer of the
Week honors for his heavy hitting.
In the Thoroughbreds' first two games
Haner has gone four for nine averaging
.444. The left-handed tiitter has
pounded two home runs giving him a
1.111 slugging precentage. Of the 21
runs MSU has scored Haner has contributed a team-leading five RBis with
four runs scored.
Haner's two homers equals his career best at MSU when he hit two home
runs in an 139 at bats last year.

. RIFLE

Forgive the Murray State
Universiy rifle team if they Henman, from North Haven,
. seem complacent about ad· Co~n., and Rusty Kendle
from Alliance, Neb., wil be
. vancing to the NCAA finals.
After participating in the the only Racers to compete intournament for twelve years dividually, shooting in the
- every year the tournament smallbore division.
The 8ir rifle-team is made
has been held, to be exact - it
has become as much a part of up of Herzman; Anne Tulley,
their season as daily a junior from Bethel Park,
.!. 'enn.; Karen Harbaugh, a
practices.
The sixth place national so.,homore form Columbia,
ranking handed down by Dl.; and Kate Kelemen, a
NCAA officials fell short of freshman from Livonia, Mich.
what head coach Elvis Green The smallbore team consists
of Tulley, Herzman, Kendle
expected for hie Racers. .
"I kind of believe we can and Chris Curtis, a senior
beat that and get fourth at from Owensboro.
Green said though nine
least,'' Green.said. "If they all
give a good solid performance, sc:1ools will participate in the
tournament, only seven will
the team will do good."
Teams were ranked as be elligible to be NCAA chamfollows: University of West pions since a school must
Virginia - 1st, Canisius Col· shoot in both categories. The
lege - 2nd, University of remaining two schools will
Alaska at Fairbanks - 3rd, compete in individual comUnversity of Texas at El Paso petition only.
With nine trips under his
- 4th and Ohio State Univerbelt as head coach and the
sity- 6th.
Green said in individual tenth one on the horizon, it
categories,.Murray State was seems as if Green has found '
ranked fourth in the the secret to making NCAA
smallbore division and sixth material of all his te_!ms.
"Shooting is not the sole
in air rifle.
The tournament, held at the basis (of recruitment) because
United States Military academics is a big factor. If
Academy at West Point, N.Y., they don't have a good
will host individual com- academic background, we
petiton Friday and team com- don't run them off, but we
petitions will begin Saturday, don't recruit them as heaviGreen said. Freshmen Beth ly," he said.

Memphis, Tenn., native Frank Allen has no
regrets about his decision to come to MSU and
play for ooach Steve Newton. Allen, a sophomore, Ia the starting point guard for the Racers.
Allen, among the league leaders in free throw
percan1age, helped to guide the Racers to a 228 regular season record and an OVC title.
Since anMng at MSU, Allen was OVC Rookie
of theYear as a freshman and earned secondteam AII-OVC honors this year.

Jason Haner

, By BILL BALTZ

TRACK

Assistant Sports Editor

The transition from indoor to indoor only event. Outdoors,
outdoor track requires more the hurdle events are the
than just opening the door and 110-meter high hurdles and the
running around outside.
400-meter intermediate
Both the men's and women's hurdles~
~
..,
track teams have finished their
"Indoors, there are just five
indoor seasons with the excep- hurdles. The whole event is the
tion of a few individuals who start," high hurdler Mike ·Ed·
will compete in the NCAA Jn. wards said. "For outdoors, I
door Track and Field Cham- concentrate on working hurdles
pionships Saturday in In- six through 10 and my
dianapolis, Ind. The rest of the strength."
team will reload, Coach Stan
Eustace Isidore, an inN arewski said.
termediate hurdler, said, be
The type of training involved prepared for the outdoor season
for the beginning of outdoor is by running the 400. "I will COD·
essentially the same, but you centrate more on my technique
are preparing for a new season during outdoor season," he
and trying to peak all over said.
again, Narewski said.
Both the quanitity and quali·
The techniques with com· ty of field events increases outpeting indoors are a little dif- doors, too. The facilties outferent than outdoors. The out- doors are less cramped and
door track is a 400-meter oval, more uniform for the jumping
whereas indoor tracks are events. Whereas some throwing
smaller, ranging from 160 events are totally impractical
yards to 220 yards. According- for indoors, outdoor competition
ly1 the turns indoors are tighter includes the discus and the
and the times tend to be slower. javelin.
_.
''The weight men will have a
"The runners will increase
their workload with more chance to raise their max·
volume (repetitions) at slower imums through speed-strength
speeds," Narewski said. "There training by using heavier
is only so much speed work the weights in training and dif.
body can take. To achieve a ferent techniques," Narewski
1
higher level of performance, said.
you have to work on fitness - "We peaked for the indoor
before sharpening with speed conference and plan to do 8o for
the outdoor conference' meet,"
again."
·
The 55-meter hurdles are an Narewski said.

OVC COACH/PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Players

Coaches

1990-91 Popeye .Ioiii, MSU
1989-90 P0111J1 .10111, MSU

1990-91 Dave Loos, Austin Peay
118M0 Stew Newto1, MSU •

1188-11 Jeff Martla, MSU

1988-89 Bruce Stewart, MTSU

1187-88 Jeff Martin, MSU
1986-87 Bob Mccann, MoSU
1985-86 Man:el Boyce, Akron

1887-88 Sttvl Newlotl, MSU
1986-87 Max Good, EKU
1985-86 Bob Huggins, Akron '
1984-85 Tom Deaton. rru
1983-84 Wayne Martin, MoSU
1182-83 Ron Greene, MSU
1981-82 Tie

1984-85 Stlphln Kite, 1TU
1983-&4 Joe J alcublck, Akron
1182-13 6fet Gl'ltt, MSU
Joe JMublck, Aleron

Source: MSU SPORTS INFORMATION

'

Graphic by ORVILLE HERNDON
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RACER SPORTS WEEK

BASEBAll

Popeye named 0'-/C Player of the Year

'Btwdll va. St. t.ccM lJftlvw«<y
.t/Wpn FWd IMrch 3.

Popeye Jones earned his second consecutive Player of th e Year
honors by a unanimous vote of Ohio Valley Conference coaches last
week.
Murray State has now held the title for four consecutive seasons.
Former Racer standout Jeff Martin, now playing for the Loa
Angeles Clippers, captured the award the previous two seasons.

St. Louie I

=~wte <~ ~ ~ ~ :::~~ALL
~~

=

•

Alfetldt tt

3

O'Conner.
Rader.

Sc:hnltt 4

$10/hr.

The Murray State Newall now
taking applications for the fall
semester. News and adYefh.
lng poaltlona wtll be available.
Pick up your applcatlont In
Wilson Hall, room 111. Appllcailona are due by MilCh 29.

FOR SALE
GREAT FOR SPRING FORMALS. Sevetal formal gowM
In various colora and ttytet.
Slz.es are 7-9. Most ody worn
once. Wllllfieexcellentdealtl
0811753-8951 ask for LeaAnn.

Elcierclse trampoline for tale.

caa 782-6188 anc1 ~eave mee-

4 3

3

Mautoe 1.14 2

2 0

1

...

Grzanlc:h c •
lauct 01' 0
Haner1b 4
Radtrrt
4
MkhelproffO
Wetzel .. 5
Sammons cf 5
Brownctt

•

Schoen,
SH·
SF-Crabtree,

Totals

MUII'aratM•11
Arlulnu• ..... 4

Bailey..
Pickett rt

....,.In

Pa!ll82-3(1t~

BUSINESS

caaaette.$3,400. 753-8842.

icli ,,

''>;

h
2
2
0

bl
0
1
1

2
3 0
2 2
0 1
0 0
0

0
0
1

0
0
3
2
0
4 3
4 3
1 0

W 11 14 10

4 1

1 0

3

1 2

0

u.n3b

0

2 0

none CS·Sdloen, Greater.

0
0

~1b

1 2
1 0

SH-none SF-none.

Wei!Yerro

5
5
4

3 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

Mil* ph-1 b1 0
Sel2b
3 1
Wt!llttM ctt 2 1
Brock~O 0

1 0
0 0

S5 4

8 4

Totalt

~

Rueter U 5 4 0 5 4
Old8wel 1 1 0 0 1 2
Grogan 1.1 2 0 0 0 2
ASU

Mwray State 301 020 14x ·11

Artcan8al

__

SERVICES
Do you twve tomethlng you • --=~;,;;,;;;;;o.;;;;....
need to ael. Clll762-4478.
VIsit Mllnet for art aupplee,
full framing and malting aervlcet. Vacuum mounUng, port·
folios, palnta, brushes, Ttql.l8rM.left-handed I1CMIItl88,
WATCH OOT for Dlaabltty
AW81'81l8S1 W81111K. March 25- canvas alnltetllng and mora.
29. SporwoNd by Alpha Phi Spedal Ofdtn and layaway
welcome. 1408 Main st. -Next
Omega.
to Owens. 753..()()17.
FAST RJNDRAISING PRO.
Profeaalonal Retumet arld
GRAM $10001njuttoneweek.
CoYer LeCtert. Spring BI'Uk
Earn up to $1,000 for your
Spec:tatl Order by March 11
~ orgarizallon. fltua •
chance at $5,000 morel This and get 25 copiM for only
pRlg1'811'1WO!bl No lnYeetment $20. Cal anytime for other
needed. Cai11-800-9G2-o528 specials. Ask for Bob or leave
name and phone oomber. All
Ext. 50.
meataget will be 1"81Umed by
Theres't no limit to how fut
next day. 753-5088.
you can get things done In the
Clualfledt 782-4478.
ctasallleda. Cell782-4478

PHRERBBSO

IISU

000 002 200 ..

O.IWOd7.214117 8
Cook
.1 0 0 0 0

Weaver

HBP- Self (b)
Glidewell), Grzanlch (by
Gatewood), Alfeldt (b)
..,_ (1) one on In 5th. SB- Galllwood) A·120.

ASU 11, MSU 10. 28-Green,

Schoen, Wetzel, Brown. 38Tate, Green, WettNer. HR-

BUSINESS
SERVICES

Fut- s.Moe c.perri waft(. MklermPapert Due? Running
Cellioe Belli Orr. New houtee, out ot time? Wll type 8tPf pa·

A·1 Typing SeMca. $1 per
pagel~lp8ll chec:.f(. Top

!WnOdellng, theetrock flnlt hlng, custom cabinets, decka.
etc. Profeulonal, reliable, af·
fordable 88Moe. Refefenoes
proWied on request. Rt 1 Box
185A, Hazel, Ky. 502_.92-

apeedof188W.P.M. Call782·

8342.

Nonce

Over rw.nty Words
With MSU 10: 1()f pet word
Wllhout MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

ClauHieda Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

per, large or small. Supef1or
qJ&Ity. Spel chedc. Knowledge
ot style rules. $1 per page. Call

anytime, 3878. Ask for Amf.
LeaYe
auaHied adwr1111ng worb.
Call762-4478 for detalla

meaaa•·

4789.
Graduallng? lnteNiewa? You
Wll Need a Retume. lnnova·
live Prtnlng and Glliphlcadoet
c:uatom reaume prtnllng at reatonllble pt1ce!. Cal753-8802.

Snap up extra cash with
an ad in the classitieds
To help you put th~ bite on the right buyer for items ,
you have to sell, we are offering a ten word classified

INDEX

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1beMn~State News
. -.. -:~

PENOfW.I
AOOMMAT1!8

$1. TenWcri,ForSale

Cln1

iftedExpireiiS.27~1

IUIINUS
lliJMCE8
fiiOR RENT
PORtAL£
HB.PWANTliD

LOIT&FOUND
RI0&8

.-c..

HOT1C&

Mall
Cash or The Munay State Newa
Drop off Room 111
I ' l L - - I - to: Boz 2609 Uaivaaity Station <E
at
,
"'.ua:a Murray. KY 42071
Wilson Hall.

'

CELEBRATE

.,

14K GOLD HERRINGBONE
. OR ROPE 18" CHAIN & 7"
BRACELET

SPRING BREAK '91
in FT. LAUDERDALE at

~

$99

~

on tile beach

Advertise in ·
The Murray State New

Ft. Lauderdale's premiere
concert aDd dance club
18 years and older admitted

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Poolside parties

emceemc

Uve D.J.
pooWde ocnat.e.t • W.t.r 'VOlleyball t.ou:raam.-!
•Free T-ehiri n1aya • The beiJ;Jilop ocnat.e.i ancl ollmu: the clay
with...Sammen famou G..triq bOr:bd coute.i • Cub. prlua •
l':ree T..JU.rt. aucl other lfveawaya

,
Ful lne of: Electrtcal, Plumbing, Tools,
......,. .net much, much morel

BRING TMS AD IN FOR
10% OFF PURCHASE
Co~

not good on lpeCIII orderl, aale ttema. or
cuh .or. ca-ry prtcea.
•Bzplree ...,. 81, 1981

llei-Ak llllopplllt
CeDt8l'
7119-1880

... hlul:

Malldltfltdlr 7~ ........ p.m.
SIUdiJ I a.m.-5 p.m.

•••
••
•••
••
••
•••
••
••

7p.m. to 8:30p.m.

''Fine Seafood Diiling in a
Florida Atmosphere"

~happy hour

Murray State Party * Wedneaday March 13

Free Spriuc :o....Jt '81 Whitt wUh paiclaclmi-icm lw above
ooUep .tudeuta bet weeD 7 A 8c80 Jt.ID! with proper ooJJeca LD.

AD re.faoMhlienta 71tt
Compe&. mounteee A>rprbeel

Evemu,.

Su:mmenou U.BeacJa~Y
Ft. Lauderclale'e ftneet rock 'D roD baJul DiPtJT plqiDc the
bMt claDce muelo.•.plua 8 ban to ..-ve JODI

·············~·~w~;:~ia·· · ···· · ··
ONE FREE

GOOD PROM 7 ·8:30P.M. NIGHTLY
{Limit one

4
1

E -Loflln, Riggan, Winner-Rueter (1.0) Loter·
Sel, Schoen (2). DP-Wetzef. G8lwood (0.1) SaYe-Grogen
Ha'ler, Ruater-Haner. LEfT. (1) WP-Gatewood PB-

BUSINESS
SERVICES

MISC.

••,..
•
miles, 5 ap., 4 Dr.,~. AM·FM

,,.,

Green If

Arkin••• State (4)
Talecf
5 1 1 0

RATES

WITH THIS COUPON

ONLY

lbr
Greuer2b 4 2
~3b4 1
Alf8ldt If
3 2

Wamecke1 .13 2 2 2 0
Wlnner-Sdlmltl (1.0) LotetWetzel (0·2) Save-none
WPnone PB-O'Conner BK·
Wetzel HBP-none A-70.

For Sale: Good quality tlalom - sTUDY ABROAD THIS
lldboola.NeedtoMII. Chelp. SU...... Kqolferl wonCaract MilCh 759-6310.
delful~nllhlllfOrMumij
1988Liut•nda1Exceln• 41 000 atuc:ki'IW-\)
Europe.

~---------- --·-------~

(IJ

'

For0nly$L

TheMurray State News
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10:15 a.m.,Tueaday
and Thlnday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Murray State (11)

5
0

Wetzel 5.1 8 8

With MSU 10: 15¢ JM1! ~ ~· Without MSU 10: 20fpet word

p.m.

2 2
0 0

SLU

FOR SALE

Please rvcyctel

DeadiiM...... Friday 2

4 2
1 0

~1

IISU
Walaoe.53323

-

fftterool ...lat•

IPHRERBB90

can

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

.. . . . . . . .Ito~

m·

1 0
2 0
0 0
0 1 2

Awav

..,\i :'· Ctta"P.J!~blpa

Sammont, Greaaer.

Market creclt cards on ~
pus, Flexible hours. Only 10
poeftlon• available.
Now
1-800-850-8472 Ext. 20.

aage.

'

)

GOLF

385 10 5

CS-Aiteldt,

.. ...

WOMEN'S
TENNIS

2

0

Boehlow. HR-Haner (2)-one
on In 2nd, Boehlow-none on In
5th. SB-Conruwc, CrMI!ree.

The staff of The Murray State
News wtshea everyone a safe
but fun spring breakl

Pam, Have tun In Louisville.

2
0

Gtzanlc:h2, Wetzel 38-Knox.

The Sllteta of Ar.i thank the
Brothera ot DKA tor a super
80'• mlxett

Kal1, Thanks far putting up wtth
me these put two months.
Love, Mai1anna.

1
0
2
0
0

LEFT·SLU 10, MSU 7. 28Conreaa.uc, Schoen, AL.feldy,

lost without your help.

To the crew, Remember, It's
FM. But If It doesn't fly, muter
black It atwaya an a~temet~Yel
Signed, TelefUd Amalllur.

~~~"!. : ;.
. ... ..

RIFLE

1 2 1
0 1 0

E-Binlcholder 2. er.btrM
2, HINt, Wetzel, Grogan.
OP-Wetzel, Grealer, ....,_ .

Brothera of Am for a super
mxett

Don, You are my one and only
forever and alwayal Love, Me.

TENNIS

Clta'!'Pio...h ~ .

M\mly &Iiiii 111 010 010.10
022 002 22x.S

WE NEED SELF·IIOTI·
YATED
STUDENTS

Mike, You are finally at the answer1ng machine malllrallon
=staQe;;;:a;;;·" --- -- - -

1

1

Home

DD
~== ~. . . . . . . -

1

St. Loult

Send your 1\\eetheart a mes·
sagelntheclaallfteds. Stop by
room 111 , Wltson Hal for mora
_Information
_ _ _•_ _ _ _ __

Rhonda, You'Ve been a tentflc
Edtor-ln-CI'Nf. We1 mluyou.
Good luck. You're tureto be a
eucoeaal

o

2

Total&

Tamera. Congnldulallont on
your Mnlor recital. Great jobl
l»E.
The Slltera of Ar.i thank the

"Am.lck In America." Who
knowlwheretheywlll end up?

4

3
3

O'Connero
Crablreert

HELP WANTED

High quality Reaume• at ,....
aoneble prtcMI 782-2751 .

TRACK

o o

1-----------o MEN'S

4
4

~~

PERSONALS

To the Florida, fun-In-the-tun,
tan clan with the plan, St. Augustine II only 24 hours awayl
You, me and AARP. We deserve a break this yearl
Love,the Pal One.

1
1
0 1 0

5
5
5

Cotwa.Dcl

PERSONALS

,f

o1 o1

5 1 1 0

Knoxcf
Brown2b
Blnlcholder ..
Boehlow1b
Lymctt

Siebert Straughn continued his record-breaking ways by setting a
new MSU indoor standard for 400-meter dash. Straughn ran a time
of 46.14 seconds at the Last Chance Meet in Murfreesboro, Tenn., on
Saturday.
The mile relay team eclipsed their 3-week-old mark at the Last
Chance. The team comprised of Carl Dillard, Straughn, Steven
Roberts and Terry Harewood ran'3:08.76, improving the old mark by
2.66 seconds.

.t

.NCAA

3
2
2
2

St. Loul• (5)

Men break two more indoor records

,f ,f ,f ,., ,., ,f ,f

..·:

'

Team.-leader Popeye J ones and Greg Coble were voted to the AllOVC first team last week.
Racers guards Frank Allen, a junior, and senior Paul King made
aecond team All-OVC. King was selected to the second team last
year.
Lady Racers placed senior center Michellle Wenning on the AllOVC second team, while teammate Jennifer Parker earned a position on the All-Freshman team.

ThanktMarondaiWewouldbe

~~~·~~{ t

MEN'S

1

S5 10 15 10

Totals

MSU cagers m.ake AII-OVC teams

to

,

!wEDNESDAY! THURSDAY

1 ~~~~------;---~~~--~~~----~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~----~

3

3 2

s

Mitdlel ph-d
arownctt

Stephanie Saleem and Siebert Straughn, both quarter-milers, have
qualified to compete in the NCAA Indoor Track and Field Championships in Indianapolis this weekend.
The qualifying preliminaries are set for Friday evening in Market
Square Arena. The fmals are scheduled for Saturday.

2

I MONDAY I TUEsDAY
I

~ ~2 ~2 ~2 ~TR==A:-:C=K==----t-c
~·~"·~·'•J·,!'N»~
·:·t. t·~,·~~}.-::""~_,''~
.
·'~~~t~'"1------~----+--l
WOMEN'S
:•~ \~~: ' 'i Ncu'. ·~ .. ,, .

0

R1w:ier rt
Witzel..
Satnmona cf

Two bound for the NCAA indoor

up

~AlDAY !sATURDAY I SUNDAY

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

~State10

Hiner 1b

Earn

SPORT

per cuatomer)

Summers on the Beach 219 8. Atlantic Blvd. Ft. Lauderdale, FL
(305) 462-8978
Located 112 bolck North of Laa Olaa Blvd. on AlA
8 ring BJ'eak '81
18 ean or older welcome

10% off with thl8 COupollllu. 7 tJu:oach llu. loft
OpeD 7 . , . . week
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Allen fulfills high expectations
By ANNA CHERRY
Reporter

The Memphis, Tenn. hardcourt class of 1989 included two
outstanding guards: Frank
Allen and Robert Taylor.
Allen chose Murray State and
Taylor wound up at Middle
Tennessee State and both programs are reaping the benefits. ,
Taylor is tearing up the Ohio
Valley Conference recently,
and Allen was the OVC
freshman of the year in 1990
Frank
and was named to the All-OVC
with
his
free-throw
shooting.
second team in 1991.
Allen,
who
had
many
other
Despite struggling from the
field in recent weeks, Allen, a scholarship offers from schools
20.year -old sophomore guard, such as Florida State, UniversiAllen has become a floor-leader, ty of Tennessee and Loyola
controlling the tempo of the Marymont University in
game and insuring Racer wins' California, said Murray State

was closer to home, and it peemed like the best place for him at
the time.
·- "The team made me feel comfortable. They seemed like a
family, and I got along with
everyone," Allen said.
The chance to play as soon as
he got here was an added incen- ·
tive for Allen. MSU's four year
starting point-guard and two.
_ time first team All-OVC performer Don Mann had just
graduated and Allen was certain to play for the Racers.
Coach James Holland, who
recruited Allen out of high
school, said he saw Allen while
on a visit to Memphis.
"I was watching the news
that night, and Frank was being highlighted as a three-point

scorer," Holland said.
Holland got in contact with
Allen's high school coach, J .L.
Perry. Perry, who knew about
Murray State, its basketball
program and coach Steve
Newton, talked to Newton
about the possibility of Allen
cominK_to MSU.
__
So far Allen has had no problems with the changes from a
city like Memphis to the town
of Murray.
"I never used to hangout
much at home. I was very quiet,
and it was not much different,"
Allen said.
Allen enjoys being closer to
home. His mother has no trouble visiting him whenever
possible and watching him
play.

.

League. exhibits
top
performers
By JOHN WRIGHT

By SHERRY DICKINSON
Reporter

The second annual Intramurals All-Star Basketball
game will be a little bit different from last year's version.
Campus recreation director
Dawn Griffm said the March 19
event will feature a men's and
women's game. Last year's
event featured only a men's
game.
Like last year, the event will
commence in Racer Arena
which gives the event mor~
pizazz, Gri1im said.
- Last year, more than 100 pea.
pie attended the event and Griffin said she hopes this year's
crowd will exceed that figure.
"For the event being in its
first year, we were pretty happy
with the crowd last year," she
said. "We've been promoting
the event earlier this time than
we did last year, so we hope
that getting the word out
earlier will draw· a few more
.!his time."
'
The games will also feature a
bit of a change from normal intramural games. The clock will
stop every time play stops. In-

tram'Ural rules stipulate that
the clock not stop when play is
halted.
In both games, the teams will
be divided into the best of the
independent leagues and those
of the intrafraternity league.
.AB of yet, the team rosters for
. the games have not been fully
dr.a!"n up.
Curris Center director Jim
Bauer will coach the intrafraternity team. Campus
rec:reation gr!idua~e ~sistant
~nan McDaruel will d~ect the
mdepe,ndent tea.m 10 the
women s game, whtch starts at
6 p.m.
In the men's game, two more
campus recreation graduate
· assistants will determine who
the better coach is. Chris
Padgett heads the intrafraternity team and John Bell lea& the independent team.
Admission for the game will
·consist of either a $1 donation
or at least one canned food item
which will go to the Murray
Needline . .

GOLF

"There are programs which
can be eliminated. There are
programs which can be combined," Kurth said. ----~
"Many have simply outlived
their continued usefulness in
times of budget constraints,"
provost and vice president for
academic affairs James Booth
said.
Kurth also asked that the
board consider reducing the
number of university of
employees through attrition;
allowing hiring only with
equivalent attrition; strictly
observing the 90 day freeze on
positions once they become vacant and putting a cap on overtime; increasing tuition and
student (ees; and increasing the
size_of the student body.

Continued from Page 1

After finishing fourth in
the Ohio Valley Conference team has had plenty of days
last spring, the Murray to practice during the -mild
State golf team has set some _\\'!_nter and should play well
goals that could lead to an this season. - - - - exciting season.
Brinker said the team is
Coach Buddy Hewitt said young and should continue
the team's main goal is to be to grow stronger.
invited to the NCAA
The team will play the
regional playoffs, which will Palmetto Intercollegiate
be held in May at Yale Tournament March 7-10 in
University in New Haven, Santee, S.C. This tournaConn.
ment will be the first stop on
Hewitt said the team the road to the OVC champlayed well in tournaments pionship in Hendersonville,
this fall, and if they continue Tenn., and to the NCAA
to play up to their potential, regional tournament.
they may qualify for the
Paul Clements, a freshman
from Owensboro, Ky., said
NCAA regionals.
In addition to that goal, they will be competing
Hewit' said the team would against a good field of teams
in South Carolina.
likf> .;o win the OVC.
Brinker 8a"id the Racers
' 'Ne hope to win, but it's
very difficult to know how will need to finish in the top
we stack up against Ten- five at the first tournament,
nessee Tech since we haven't then continue to play well
played them yet,'\ Hewitt throughout the season in
said.
order to receive an invitation
Dirk Brinker, a junior from for the NCAA regional
Evansville, Ind., said the tournament.

Enjoy Spring Break, but. ..

than they ought to get," Kurth
said, noting that wages of
graduate assistants have not
been increased in about 10
years.
Kurth also recommended that
the board consider some long
term ways to cut the University's costs and increase its
income.
"We are looking at the long
term fiscal health of the
University," Kurth said, indicating that the proposed
measures do not have to be put
into effect next year. "We have
a lot less money available than
we need, which forces us into
some very difficult choices."
Included among the measures
was the revamping of some
departments and 'programs.

DOCKERY

Team needs good
spring for NCAA's

Staff Writer

Continued from Page 1

State University helped her in
her college career.
"Here there are faculty
members who are concerned
that a student achieves what
they want to achieve," she said.
"Like Doc (McGaughey), he
wants to make sure you're
keeping up and in activiti's
that will help in your professional career. Here they want
you to succeed, and they care
about their students."
Although strong academics
are important to Dockery, she
said she also believes that be·
ing active in organizations is
important.
Dockery serves as president
for Omicron Delta Kappa and
the Murray Christian
Fellowship and editor-in-chief
of the MSU yearbook, Shield.
She is also a member of Who's
Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities and is a Presidential
Scholar.
"Coming from a profession~)
side. employers don't want someone who can only make
straight A's. Besides I think being in college is the first time
you get to be the person you
really want to be," she said.

"You are going to ha~ to deal
with people all your life and to
seclude yourself with a book is
kind of stupid. The joy in life
comes from other people."
Dockery said she enjoys the
organizations because they give
her an opportunity to meet
other ~ople. She said she has
gotten to meet many people
through her job at the Shield.
One such person was Tommy
Patterson from the physical
plant.
When interviewing Patterson
for a story for the yearbook she
said they realized they both
knew many of the same gospel
songs.
· "We just started singing 'Vic·
tory in Jesus' in the Curris
Center," she said.
Afterwards Patterson invited
her to his church for congrega·
tional singing. Dockery and
three friends decided to attend.
"Then the preacher invited us
to lead a song, so we sang 'I Fly
Away' and 'Just a Little Walk
with Jesus,' and had a great
time. The people were really
friendly," she said.
Dockery received a certificate
of recognition from USA Today
for the honor.
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Don't Forget
Travelers Checks

Murray
State
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We're proutf of our new p{etfges

.9Lmy r:Bugg

:Jiope 'l(jnney
Make certain that your trip will not be ruined if
your vacation cash is lost, stolen or misplaced.
Prompt reimbursement at offices throughout
the world.
BUY THEM HERE
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